The organization of repeating units in mitochondrial DNA from yeast petite mutants.
We have reinvestigated the linkage orientation of repeating units in mtDNAs of yeast ρ(-) petite mutants containing an inverted duplication. All five petite mtDNAs studied contain a continuous segment of wild-type mtDNA, part of which is duplicated and present in inverted form in the repeat. We show by restriction enzyme analysis that the non-duplicated segments between the inverted duplications are present in random orientation in all five petite mtDNAs. There is no segregation of sub-types with unique orientation. We attribute this to the high rate of intramolecular recombination between the inverted duplications. The results provide additional evidence for the high rate of recombination of yeast mtDNA even in haploid ρ(-) petite cells.We conclude that only two types of stable sequence organization exist in petite mtDNA: petites without an inverted duplication have repeats linked in straight head-to-tail arrangement (abcabc); petites with an inverted duplication have repeats in which the non-duplicated segments are present in random orientation.